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Limitation of liability for maritime claims, as the instrument for carrying out 
maritime policies, plays an important role since its origin. In the point that policy 
impacts the law, this thesis analyses the policy facet of limitation of liability for 
maritime claims in terms of function of impact on law of the policy; compares its 
differences among the countries, peeps the similarities and differences on their 
back policy considering; traces back the historical development train of  
limitation of liability for maritime claims, analyzes the development of various 
countries marine policies; hopes to hold the true essence of limitation of liability 
for maritime claims. 
The main content is divided into four chapters, excluding the introduction and 
the conclusion： 
Chapter One analyzes the senses and the policy purposes of limitation of 
liability for maritime claims by introducing its origin and development. Limitation 
of liability for maritime claims is a kind of system design that was applied to the 
businessman stratum originally, to balance the interest between loss of owner and 
the shipowner's limited liability and thus to encourage the ocean transportation. 
When utilized by feudal lord, limitation of liability for maritime claims became 
feudal manor tactics. After the appearance of national monarchy and the prevailing 
of the commercial and geographic expansion, limitation of liability for maritime 
claims became a kind of policy instrument used by monarchs, fighting for Europe 
and even world domination. 
Chapter Two analyses the unlimited tendency of the limitation of liability. 
With the dominance of community responsibility thought in contemporary ideas, 
the upsurge of the morality claiming in personal compensation for damage, 
limitation of liability for maritime claims tends to be unlimited. The trend mainly 
be represented as five aspects as follows, namely, the wreck removal liability 
becomes unlimited; the raise of environmental responsibility; the improvement of 















raise of limit for loss of life or personal injury compensation. 
Chapter Three analyses the weakening of the function of limitation of liability 
for maritime claims and probes into the substituting institution suitable for 
choosing. The emergence of the company system, the liability insurance system 
and the financial subsidy system represses the passion for limitation of liability for 
maritime claims both in legislation and in judicatory, then the function of 
limitation of liability for maritime claims weakens gradually. After analyzing the 
function weakening, this chapter will probe into substitute systems, such as 
subsidize with allocated funds directly", "liability insurance + maritime insurance 
subsidy, and analyze their feasibility. 
Chapter Four analyses international uniformity of limitation of liability for 
maritime claims. Under the promotion of economic globalization, limitation of 
liability for maritime claims is moving towards unification. The formulation 
process of the convention about limitation of liability for maritime claims is a 
process in which the powerful countries’ will competes, every economic giant all 
hopes the convention develops towards its favorite direction. Due to the difficulty 
to harmonize the different interests, especially due to the uncompromising attitude 
of U.S.A., it’s a hard way to unify limitation of liability for maritime claims 
conventions.  
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① ALEKA,MANDARAKA-SHEPPARD. Modern Admiralty Law——With Risk Management Aspects[M]. 
London: Cavendish Pubulishing Limited, 2001.877. 


























责任限制的权利的 早证据是《阿马斐表》（the Amalphitan Table）②，一部大
约在 11 世纪汇编的“自由和贸易的阿马斐 [意大利]共和国”商法典。③
一、海事赔偿责任限制起源的经济条件 
海事赔偿责任限制的产生需要两个条件：一为主体条件，船东与货主身









地中海地区普遍承认，一直适用到 16 世纪末。《阿马斐表》发现于 1843 年，但其真正的具体内
容已很难辨认。《海事黑皮书》（Black of the Admiralty）第 3 册就是对该表的英译。 



























































































































































《十二表法》第 8 表第 6 条规定：“四足动物损害他人的，由其所有人把
它投偿于被害人，或赔偿估定的损失。”但《十二表法》并无关于两足动物（奴












⑤ DONOVAN, JAMES J. Admiralty Law Institute: Symposium on Limitation of Liability: The Origins 
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